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Abstract

A searchable database (fig. 56) comprising a multiplicity of tables including an attributes table and a values

table for a multiplicity of target search items constructed and arranged so that selection of values for one or

more target search item attributes yields an attribute-value (fig. 56) construct specifying a particular one of

said target search items and precluding an indeterminate search result. Such database may be employed
in an online comparison shopping system comprising a database containing product information of multiple

vendors, manufacturers and/or products and a user interface generating a virtual shopping cart, and
constructed and arranged to enable a user to selectively aggregate an order in said virtual shopping cart,

comprising products represented in said database, and means for electronically disaggregating said order

to generate vendor-specific orders to respective vendors.
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Description

INTERNET-BASED ON-LINE COMPARISON SHOPPING SYSTEM AND METHOD
OF INTERACTIVE PURCHASE AND SALE OF PRODUCTS
DESCRIPTION Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping system and
method of interactive purchase and sale of products, as well as component subsystems, modules and
aspects of such system, and constituent approaches and methodological aspects associated with such

method of interactive purchase and sale of products.

Description of the Related Art

With the proliferation of networked computer systems, including the World Wide Web (Internet), there has

been a corresponding evolution of and interest in electronic commerce.

Electronic commerce (or e-commerce, as it is sometimes called) involves on-line accessing of information

about purveyed goods and services, and the associated capability to electronically effectuate a transaction

involving selected goods and/or services (collectively referred to herein as"products
M
). Although this

medium of electronic transactions is still in its infancy, the development of encryption and other security

features has propelled this form of commerce from a small-scale emergence to an ever-increasing level

of prominence in industrial transactions as well as consumer shopping and on-line purchases.

The art therefore has developed a variety of forms of transactional sites for on-line purchase and sale

transactions, and these continue to evolve. Aside from obvious security requirements, there is a need for

purveyed products and services to be quickly and efficiently assessed by the prospective purchaser for

decision-making purposes, and for the transaction to be similarly quickly and efficiently effectuated once a

decision has been made. Further, there is a need for information for the making of a purchase decision

based on comparison of the purveyed products, as to their features, such as overall price, unit price,

volume discounts, quality, and/or source. Furthermore, there is a need for enabling consumers to view

such information in a readily assimilated format, such as a grid or matrix format that may be proprietary to

the shopping site. Additionally, there is a need of a prospective purchaser for access to his or her prior

purchase history, to facilitate repeat purchases or simplification of the decisional processes involved in a

current purchase transaction.

It accordingly is an object of the present invention to provide a computer network-based on-line

comparison shopping system and method of interactive purchase and sale of products, that meet the

aforementioned needs and objectives.

Relative to the system and methodology of the present invention, art relevant to the invention includes the

following.

U. S. Patent 5,842,178 issued November 24,1998 to Joseph Giovannoli describes a computerized

quotation system and method in which buyers formulate requests for quotation and transmit them to a

computerized network which broadcasts the request for quotation to prospective sellers based on filter

conditions set by the buyer and/or seller and/or computer network operator. The filter-compatible

sellers'responses are communicated to the prospective buyer either over the communications network or

via other communication means.

U. S. Patent 5,692,132 issued November 25,1997 to Edward J. Hogan describes a commercial

transaction system for interaction by a user of a personal computer with Internet-based merchant

computers to conduct cashless transactions, in which the amount of the transaction is deducted from a

balance and the balance can be reset.

U. S. Patent 5,757,917, issued May 26,1998 to Marshall T. Rose, et al. discloses a networkbased

commercial transaction system for communication between qualified user-sellers and user-buyers,

utilizing an authorization code and encryption to achieve secure transactions.

U. S. Patent 5,835,712, issued Nov. 10,1998, to Fred DuFresne, discloses a system and method using a

template, accessible to both client and server, for constructing Web source text. The source text includes

HTML tag extensions for implementing dynamic Web environment. The tag extensions are nested and
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grouped to form scripts to perform specific tasks, such as state construction and on-line data

arrangement. Each tag extension or script is expanded and replaced with data value to be embedded
within a traditional HTML tag. A processor is employed to process templates and execute tag extensions

therein, and produces pages in pure HTML form for displaying by any Web browser.

U. S. Patent 5,715,314, issued Feb. 3,1998, to Andrew C. Payne, discloses a network-based sales

system which includes at least one buyer computer for operation by a user desiring to buy a product, at

least one merchant computer, and at least one payment computer. The buyer computer, the merchant
computer, and the payment computer are interconnected by a computer network. The buyer computer is

programmed to receive a user request for purchasing a product, and to cause a payment message to be

sent to the payment computer that comprises a product identifier identifying the product. The payment
computer is programmed to receive the payment message, to cause an access message to be created

that comprises the product identifier and an access message authenticator based on a cryptographic key,

and to cause the access message to be sent to the merchant computer. The merchant computer is

programmed to receive the access message, to verify the access message authenticator to ensure that

the access message authenticator was created using the cryptographic key. and to cause the product to

be sent to the user desiring to buy the product.

U. S. Patent 5,825,881, issued Oct. 20,1998, to Bryan Colvin, Sr. teaches a system for conducting

commerce over a large public network such as the Internet which facilitates communications between a

merchant, a customer, and a bank or credit card processor.

Commercial on-line shopping sites having comparison shopping capability include the following

Web sites: www. acses. com; www. bottomdollar. com; www. buyingguide. com; www. comparenet. com;
www. consumerworld. org; www. jango. com; www. junglee. com; and www. shopfind. com.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a computer network-based on-line comparison

shopping system and method of interactive purchase and sale of products, that provides comparison

shopping capability via a dynamic database permitting access by a prospective purchaser to the products

and/or services of a variety of vendors and products, by selecting a variety of attributes for custom
shopping.

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a searchable database and on-line shopping

system comprising same, in which a search of the database yields a uniformly productively result (a

definite selected result), in contrast to the state of the art database systems, such as those conventionally

used for word searching, which can result in a"dead end'Yesult (e. g., a search that has no matches, or a

system request for clarification).

It is a still further object of the invention to provide a computer network-based on-line comparison
shopping system and method of interactive purchase and sale of products, that permits a prospective

purchaser to construct custom order templates, optionally based on or incorporating information from prior

purchase transactions, in a quick and easily effected manner.

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be more fully apparent from the ensuing disclosure and

appended claims.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates generally to a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system and method of interactive purchase and sale of products.

In one aspect, the invention relates to a searchable database comprising a multiplicity of tables including

an attributes table and a values table for a multiplicity of target search items constructed and arranged so

that selection of values for one or more target search item attributes yields an attribute-value construct

specifying a particular one of said target search items and precluding an indeterminate search result.

Another aspect of the invention relates to an online comparison shopping system comprising: a

searchable database containing product selection information for products from different sources; and a

user interface operatively coupled to said database for user manipulation thereof to select product (s)

based on product selection information and constructed and arranged to communicate ordering

information to source (s) of selected product (s).
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A further aspect of the invention relates to an online comparison shopping system comprising a database
containing product information of multiple vendors, manufacturers and/or products and a user interface

generating a virtual shopping cart, and constructed and arranged to enable a user to selectively aggregate

an order in said virtual shopping cart, comprising products represented in said database, and means for

electronically disaggregating said order to generate vendorspecific orders to respective vendors.

Yet another aspect of the invention relates to a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system, comprising an operational World Wide Web site having the description, content, look, feel,

function, structure, architecture, operation, sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and substance of

the World Wide Web site
M
Dental-Purchasing. com."

A further aspect of the invention relates to a method of conducting electronic commerce involving online

comparison shopping comprising providing a database containing product information of multiple vendors,

manufacturers and/or products, and a user interface generating a virtual shopping cart, and manipulating

said user interface to selectively aggregate an order in said virtual shopping cart, comprising products

represented in said database, and electronically disaggregating said order to generate vendor-specific

orders to respective vendors.

In another method aspect, the invention relates to a method of constructing and populating a database
with a series of standardized product descriptors which can be employed by a user to compare fungibly

equivalent products from different sources to select product (s) therefrom, comprising identifying a set of

attributes and establishing same in said database for said fungibly equivalent products, and establishing in

said database a multiplicity of selectable values for each of said attributes wherein each of said values is

independently selectable to define a unique attribute-value chain for a fungible product group.

An additional aspect of the invention relates to a comparative purchase process comprising: querying a

database populated with a series of standardized product descriptors that can be employed by a user to

compare fungibly equivalent products from different sources to select product (s) therefrom, wherein said

database contains a set of attributes for said fungibly equivalent products and a multiplicity of selectable

values for each of said attributes wherein each of said values is independently selectable to define a

unique attribute-value chain for a fungible product group, wherein said query yields a attribute-value chain

for a group of fungibly equivalent products; and generating a comparative selection grid comprising

product information for said group of fungibly equivalent products thereby enabling the user to select a

specific product from said comparative selection grid.

Another method aspect of the invention relates to a method of qualifying product data for inclusion in a

database comprising: identifying a series of standardized product descriptors which characterize fungibly

equivalent products from different sources; identifying a set of attributes for said fungibly equivalent

products; establishing a set of selectable values for each of said attributes wherein each of said values is

independently selectable to define a unique attribute-value chain for a group of fungibly equivalent

products; and verifying the accuracy of attribute-value chain information as a condition for entry in the

database.

Another method aspect of the invention relates to a method of interactive purchase and sale of products,

comprising the steps of providing an operational World Wide Web site having the description, content,

look, feel, function, structure, architecture, operation, sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and

substance of the World Wide Web site"Dental-Purchasing. com," selecting products by comparison

shopping to determine the products meeting a predetermined selection criterion, and placing an order at

said World Wide Web site for subsequent shipment.

Yet another aspect of the invention relates to a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system, comprising an operational World Wide Web site having the description, content, look, feel,

function, structure, architecture, operation, sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and substance of

the World Wide Web site"Dental-Purchasing. com."

The invention in another aspect relates to a method of interactive purchase and sale of products,

comprising the steps of providing an operational World Wide Web site having the description, content,

look, feel, function, structure, architecture, operation, sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and

substance of the World Wide Web site"Dental-Purchasing. com," selecting products by comparison

shopping to determine the products meeting a predetermined selection criterion, and placing an order at

said World Wide Web site for subsequent shipment.

Additional aspects, features and embodiments of the invention will be more fully apparent from the

ensuing disclosure and appended claims.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Figures 1-54 are representations of screens constituting various views of a graphical user interface and

reports generated by a computer program for a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system that may be used to conduct a method of interactive purchase and sale of products, in accordance

with one embodiment of the invention.

Figure 55 is a schematic representation of an on-line purchase and sale system for conducting

transactions in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the invention.

Figures 56-58 together form a schematic representation of the content of a dynamic database constructed

to carry out an on-line purchase and sale transaction in accordance with the method of the invention, in

one embodiment thereof.

Figures 59-70 show various screens constituting graphical user interface output of a Web site software

computer program according to another aspect of the invention, deriving from a

Customer Service Utility module of such software program.

Figure 71 is a schematic representation of a relational product entry procedure for existing and/or new
vendors, to input product information and to ensure its quality.

Figure 72 is a relational depiction of a category creation procedure for products, as carried out to establish

a database structure and populate it in such a way that products can be easily, logically and positively (no

empty search or dead-end results) identified system users.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION, AND PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS THEREOF
While the ensuing description is directed primarily to a Web-based system, it will be recognized by those

of skill in the art that the invention may be utilized by and embodied in other networks or data processing

systems.

The present invention provides a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping system and

method of interactive purchase and sale of products, that in one embodiment features a dynamic

database of goods and/or services by attributes that facilitate shopping for the purveyed products, and
which generally enables the prospective purchaser to definitively (no empty search or dead-end results)

access comparative information about the goods and/or services of interest, and permits the decisional

processes and implementation of an order for the desired products to be quickly, securely and effectively

achieved.

The present invention, in one aspect, utilizes a shopping cart that is selectively aggregatable and

disaggregatable, in assembly of an order and subsequent order processing. By this feature, the system of

the present invention achieves a capability not realized by online shopping systems of the prior art.

The system of the applicants'invention for online shopping, embodies product information of multiple

vendors, manufacturers and products, thereby enabling the user to selectively aggregate an order in the

virtual shopping cart across the spectrum of such vendors, manufacturers and products. Once the order

has been assembled, the order is electronically disaggregated by the software to produce vendor-specific

orders which are transmitted to each individual vendor whose products have been selected.

Although the invention will be illustratively described hereinafter with reference to an exemplary system for

on-line shopping and purchase/sale of dental products, it will be appreciated that the invention is not thus

limited, but may be applied to any goods and/or services. Accordingly, the invention as described

hereinafter is depicted by way of example only, and is not to be limitingly construed, as regards the nature

and scope of the present invention.

The description, content, look and feel, function, structure, architecture, operation, sensory features,

aesthetic characteristics and substance of the World Wide Web site"Dental

Purchasing, com" are hereby incorporated herein in their entireties.

The following embodiment relates to a World Wide Web Internet site and associated computer software

and hardware for the comparison and purchase of dental supplies from multiple vendors. To facilitate

comparison, all products are categorized by means of a dynamically generated database, as follows.

http:/..7desc?LG=en&CY=ep&DB=EPD&PNP=WO0043850&PN=WO0043850&FTDB=WO 5/26/01
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Each product is assigned a series of descriptive attributes and a value for each attribute, as set out in

Table 1 below.

In this manner, an attribute-value chain is created.

Table 1

Attribute-Value Chain

Attribute Value

Category Anesthetic products

Anesthetic subcategory Local anesthetic

Local anesthetic type Lidocaine 2%
Local anesthetic vasoconstrictor Epinephrine 1: 50,000

Local anesthetic packaging 1 box of 50 1.8ml carpules

Each choice of value then can be used to determine the next applicable attribute. Each attribute can then

have a potentially limitless number of values. Thus, although there is a 1: 1 correspondence shown
illustratively in Table 1, where each attribute is shown with a single corresponding value, it will be
appreciated that many selected values may be applied to a single attribute. For example, the

attribute
,,

Category'may include not only"Anesthetic products"but also
,,

Burs,"
,,

Liners
l
""Cosmetic

dentistry,""Disposables,
,

'"Infection control,""Instruments," "X-ray products,"etc.

Together, the attributes and the values form attribute-value chains that identify generic products in the

database. Once a chain is formed (like the one in Table 1) a generic description based on the values of

the chain is appended to the chain, e. g., Lidocaine 2% local anesthetic with epinephrine 1: 50,000,1 box

of 50 (1.8ml) carpules

This addition of the successive attributes and values finalizes the generic specification of a single product

(denoted here as"Generic Producfor sometimes herinafter as a
MDPO Product," the prefix DPO denoting a

generic character of the product involved).

All of this information may, for example, be stored in a series of 4 database tables (see Figures 56-58,

including an Attribute table, a Value table, a DPO Detail table (which stores the chains or attribute/value

pairs), and a DPO Product table (which stores descriptions). Other meaningful information that is stored

may include the date and time the product data was entered, the data entry operator who entered the

product data, and a status of the product data (Active/Inactive).

At this time, Manufacturers, and Brands (if applicable) are also attached to the products. Next, this

generic product data is associated with specific vendors to create a Vendor Product. Finally, quantity and

pricing information is added, to produce an informational matrix, such as the matrix set out in Table 2

below.

Table 2

Search Results Grid

Vendor Product Manufacturer Brand 1 5 10 20

Code
Carolina CD365-5310 Novocol Octocaine $12. 25 $11.75

Dental

Supply

RJM 0171-05279 Novocol Octocaine $12. 25 $11.45 $10.95

Discount

Dental

RJM 0171-05281 Septodont Lignospan $12. 65 $12.25 $11.75

http:/..7desc?LG=en&CY=ep&DB=EPD&PNP=WO0043850&PN==WO0043850&FTDB=WO 5/26/01
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Discount Forte

Dental

Sullivan 365-5310 Novocol Octocaine $13.49 $12. 99 $12.49

Schein

All of this information is preferably stored in another 5 tables (see Figures 56-58), including, for example,

a Vendor Product table, a Vendor table, a Brand table, a Manufacturer table, and a

Price table. Additionally, the Vendor's contact information is stored in a Contact Information table, along

with the contact information (telephone and fax numbers, email addresses) of the vendor, for facilitating

contact of the vendor by users of the on-line system. Other meaningful data that may be stored in the

system includes date and time the product information was entered, the name of the individual who
entered the product information, the status of products and vendors, the location of a picture of the

product (if any), a detailed product description (if any), the location of vendor's Internet home page (if any),

and the vendor's commission percentage, as paid by the vendor to the on-line system operator based on

the sales of the vendor's wares at the on-line Web site in operation of the on-line system.

All of the above-described tables and relationships provide the user with an on-line shopping experience,

in which the prospective buyer can search the database of product-related information in a variety of ways

to find a specific item of information, and in which the prospective buyer can compare, on a proprietary

search results grid, the pricing for a same basic product among several different vendors, manufacturers,

and brands, including transactional terms such as quantity discounts. The word"proprietary"as used

herein in reference to the search results grid refers to the fact that the database proprietor can readily

configure the search results grid in a distinctive manner that is unique to a given Web site or application of

such system.

The search mechanisms that may be embodied in and/or facilitated by the software and hardware on-line

shopping system include search capabilities by: Category searching-searching by attributes and values,

utilizing suitable controls such as

for example ActiveX, Java, and/or HTML controls * Vendor searching-utilizing the same controls, but

limiting searches and search results to the

product line of a single vendor * Brand searching-using the same controls, but limiting searches to a

single brand * Manufacturer searching-using the same controls, but limiting searches to a single

manufacturer * Code searching-searching in which the prospective purchaser enters the vendor's product

code and obtains a comparison grid of information for the corresponding product

Index searching-searching through an alphabetical listing of the first and second level

attributes to aid in finding subcategories whose parent category may not be completely

evident 'Order History searching-searching providing information that allows users to obtain

information about items and quantities they previously ordered.

The user experience using an illustrative embodiment of the invention is now described.

When an individual user accesses the on-line shopping Web site, the user is given the option of taking a

tour of the site or registering. The registration sequence involves request for response to the following

queries:

Name (First, Ml, Last)

Email Address
Password (user's choice)

Where'd you hear about us?

All of the foregoing information is stored, and the user is immediately emailed with an account name
(LogonID) and password. Account names are formed as first initial, middle initial (if entered), last initial,

and followed by a number (e. g., John Q. Customer may be assigned the account name JQC2). These

suffixed numbers are sequential.

The user can then use this information to log into the on-line shopping Web site and search for products.

A record is added to the LogonRecords table each time a user attempts to log into the site, and this table

stores successes, failures, and the user's Internet address. The user is allocated a'Virtual shopping

cart."As products are found by the user, they can be added to the user's shopping cart. Shopping carts

are stored in the system database in a shopping cart table.

Users can add items to their cart over a period of time before placing an order. A user can leave the site,

return to it at a later date, and the items will still be in their cart. This feature is termed a "persistent

http:/..7desc?LG=en&CY=ep&DB=EPD&PNP=WO0043850&PN=WO0043850&FTDB=WO 5/26/01
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shopping cart"and eliminates the need for the user to keep a"shopping lisfoff-line.

As mentioned herinabove, the shopping cart employed in the instant invention, is of an
aggregatable/disaggregatable character, meaning that the order for products is assembled by a user

across the full spectrum of the database, and thus includes a multiplicity of vendors, manufacturers,

products, etc. This important aspect of the applicants invention permits the system proprietor to assemble
at a single Web site or other cyberspace location, an extensive collection of products from a variety of

manufacturers and suppliers.

This broad spectrum capability of the applicants'invention therefore permits a user to assemble an order

which may involve very different and numerous products deriving from numerous independent sources,

based on attribute-value chains which enable comparison shopping and selection according to the user's

unique needs and requirements (by the user's selection of appropriate values for each of the selected

attributes).

The system may be configured to require the user to provide a selection value for each attribute of the

attribute-value chain, so that the product selection is fully specified. Alternatively, the system may be
configured such that the attributes may be selected in type and number, so as to accommodate such
unique needs and requirements. For example, the user may construct a very short attribute-value chain

for a correspondingly less specific shopping interaction, or conversely, the user may construct a very

elaborate attribute-value chain, for a correspondingly more specific (e. g., highly targeted) shopping

interaction.

In operation of the system, a shopping cart can be saved as a template. Templates involve two tables, a
header table that identifies the owner of the template and a description of the template, and a line table

which contains the individual items stored in all templates and a reference to the header table. This

feature allows a user to create lists of frequently ordered items thereby making the process of repetitive

ordering very simple.

When an order is placed, the user is asked to supply additional information, including for example the

user's billing address, shipping address, credit card information, credentials, etc. A total of 11 tables are

used to track all of this information, in addition to the information already gathered. These tables provide

the ability to classify users as a certain type of consumer. The shopping cart then is disaggregated and
the orders for the goods and/or services are transmitted electronically to the corresponding individual

vendors. A copy of the order is stored in the user's order history. Order history involves 2 more tables, a

header and a line table, just as with templates. The order history tracks products, quantity, price paid,

date, and information regarding the order's status.

The shopping cart in operation of the system is therefore aggregated by the user through selections from

grids generated by attribute-value chain searches, and then is disaggregated (electronically separated) by

the system for electronic routing to the individual vendors. The individual vendors of the selected products,

upon receiving the electronic order from the system for such products, then process the orders for

fulfillment and shipment or delivery of products to the system user.

The onli

Three tables may be involved for data entry in the data entry module, to allow products to be entered, then

approved, before being published to the main database of the system. Two tables are used to track

current products (TentativeProduct) and rejected products (TentativeProductReject.) These tables track a

Querystring (a complex representation of a

Vendor Product), the name of the person who entered the product, when the product information was
entered, and who rejected the product in the case of a rejection. When a product is approved, it is added
to the other tables and removed from these data entry tables. A third table is used to track the rates that

are paid to remote data entry staff.

Four tables are used for customer service, to track calls and staff permissions. The call tracking system

tracks incoming calls as well as outgoing follow-up calls.

Six tables are used by the administrative utility for accounting/bookkeeping functions.

The structure, function and operation of an illustrative Web site computer program will now be described

http:/..7desc?LG=en&CY=ep&DB=EPD&PNP=WO0043850&PN=WO0043850&FTDB==WO 5/26/01
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with reference to an illustrative sequence of graphical user interface screens that are presented to a user

accessing and operating the program to conduct an on-line shopping transaction, followed by description

of the shopping transaction with reference to a shematic flowsheet showing the constituent steps of such

transaction, and description of a database structure that may be employed to carry out the functions and
achieve the objectives of the invention.

Figures 1-54 are representations of screens constituting various views of a graphical user interface and

reports generated by a computer program for a computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system that may be used to conduct a method of interactive purchase and sale of products, in accordance

with one embodiment of the invention.

In one aspect, the graphical user interface contains various text pages which are linked to other pages via

a hypertex link. The links may be displayed by a browser as colored and underlined text, as a virtual

button, virtual tab or other means known in the art.

The various pages of the graphical user interface allows a user to view a text document displayed on a

display device connected to the user's computer and to access, retrieve and view other data objects that

are linked to hypertext words or phrases in the hypertext document. The user may"click on,"or select,

certain words or phrases in the text that specify a link to other documents, or data objects. In this way, the

user is able to navigate among data objects. The data objects may be local to the user's computer system

or remotely located over a network or over the World Wide Web.

User Interface Module
The system has a user interface module that is preferably programmed in a language operational in an

Internet or intranet environment. For example, the applicants have programmed the user interface module
in using ActiveX controls and Java languages.

Figure 1 shows an exemplary"main page"of the user interface module, including a first screen constituting

a portion of a graphical user interface generated by a computer program for a computer network-based

on-line comparison shopping system that may be used to conduct a method of interactive purchase and

sale of products, in accordance with one embodiment of the invention. As shown by the screen, the

software generating same is browser compatible, using an Internet browser such as Microsoft Internet

Explorer or Netscape Navigator, for manipulation of the interface screens and functions thereof.

The first screen 10 includes mouse-activatable function bars, including"About us,"providing information

about the source organization providing the software for the Web site,"How to become a

supplier/'providing information to prospective vendors about the criteria and procedure for representation

at the Web site, and"Contact us,"providing correspondence and communication information, for user

contacting of the source organization. Such first screen also contains a cental region containing the

text,"Click Here to Shop Now,"the mouse actuation of which region moves the user to a second screen.

Thus, from the main page, the user can access other portions of the user interface module. For example,

in a preferred mode, the user can access components such as the shopping, supply, service, company
information, contact information or vendor information request form components of the user interface

module.

The user can select the"shopping"option, which permits the user to log into the shopping portion of the

user interface module. For example, selection of the shopping option can link the user to a"log in"page

which contains links to a registration page for unregistered users, shopping as a guest, or logging in for

registered users. The log in page can also link the user to a "forgotten passwords"page, where the user

can enter his or her ordinary e-mail address to prompt the system to send the user an e-mail with the

forgotten password.

Figure 3 show an exemplary"main shopping page"for the shopping portion of the user interface module.

This main shopping page preferably contains a means, such as a menu bar. for linking to other portions of

the graphical user interface module, such as a homepage, a shopping page, an order history page, a

templates page, a shopping cart, an edit account page, and/or a view help page.

The user can preferably select a link on the shopping main page to access to a"shopping page" which

includes, for example, options permitting the user to search the database for products.
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Such searches may, for example, be by brand, by category, by manufacturer, by product code, by product

index and/or by vendor.

Preferably at any point during the searching/shopping operation, the user can access the "shopping

carf'page via a hypertext link. The shopping cart page preferably includes a variety of options for viewing

and editing the shopping cart. For example, the shopping cart page preferably permits the user to

recalculate quantities of items being purchased, i. e., to increase or decrease the number of any specific

product being purchased. The shopping cart page may also have hypertext links that permit the user to

place an order, create a template and/or empty the cart.

The user interface module also preferably contains an"edit accounf'page and/or menu which may be

located on various pages within the user interface module, and which may, for example, contain options

for editing primary contact information, billing contact information, shipping address information, credit

card information, changing password, and changing control technology. As previously mentioned, the user

interface module may be programmed in a variety of programming languages. The inventors have, for

example, programmed the user interface module in both Java and ActiveX. The"edit accounf'page and/or

menu preferably contains an option permitting the user to switch from the Java platform to the ActiveX

platform and vice versa.

Figure 5 shows a menu of the shopping main page having the"shop"and"shopping carTmenus extended.

The shop menu contains options permitting the user to shop based on various types of searching.

For example, Figure 5 shows a page which is selected when the user selects the option for a category

search. The various searching mechanisms take the user through a decision tree (the "attribute value

chain"), prompting the user to sequentially select values from a series of attribute categories. When the

user has specified a value for each of the attributes in the attribute-value chain, the system provides the

user with a means, such as a proprietary comparison grid, for comparing like products.

Figure 5 shows the beginning of the category search, i. e., at the first level of the attribute value chain,

whereby the user is prompted to select a product category. When the user selects a category at the first

level, the program then proceeds to prompt the user to select a value for the next attribute level of the

attribute value chain. For example, Figure 6 shows a screen print out of a category search in which the

user has proceeded to the fourth level. When the user has specified a value for each of the attribute

categories in the attribute value chain, the system provides the user with a comparison grid of products,

for example, screen prints showing portions of comparison grids resulting from category searches are

displayed in Figures 7 and 8.

Unlike the databases of the prior art (e. g., word, phrase or boolean searches), the present database

permits a variable and unlimited number of attributes to be assigned to each product. In other words, the

length of each attribute value chain varies depending on the number of attributes necessary to fully

distinguish the product from other products. The number of attributes is limited only by the practical need

to enable the user to complete the search process within a reasonable time. The number of attributes

within the same database can vary with each item, thus, for example, where the system is used to sell a

product line, such as dental supplies, some products, such as facial tissues may have a relatively short

attribute-value chain having 4 or 5 attributes, while other products, such as drills, may have a long

attribute-value chain, having a greater number of attributes.

Categorization and sub-categorization of each product in the system by means of the data entry module

results in decision trees of the system of the present invention having the advantage that they guide the

user through the search such that no search can fail to result in at least one product.

As previously noted, when the user has specified a value for each of the attribute categories in the

attribute value chain, the system provides the user with a comparison grid of products. The columns of the

grid preferably include information such as vendor, product code, manufacturer, brand and price. The
system preferably has means for permitting the user to sort the grid by any of its columns. For example,

the grid page can be programmed such that the user can select the title of any of the columns to sort the

grid by that column. For example, the grid displayed in

Figure 9 has been sorted based on the vendor column. Alternatively, for example, the user could sort on

the price column to quickly ascertain which are the lowest and highest prices.

The user interface module preferably permits vendor, manufacturer or brand searches each using a
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search control page which is analogous to the category search page. These pages can permit the user to

easily search for products carried by a specific vendor, manufactured by a specific manufacturer or which

include a specific brand.

Figure 10 shows a vendor search at the first level of decision. This particular printed screen illustrates that

for example, for the vendor"Action Team Medical/'four categories are available at the first level of the

attribute value chain. Vendor searches utilize only the vendor portion of the database while preserving the

uniform results capability of the system.

Figure 1 1 shows a manufacturer search at the first level of decision for the manufacturer Kodak,

illustrating showing the possible values at the first level of the attribute value chain, including anesthetic

products and x-ray products.

In performing any of the foregoing searches, the attribute-value chain automatically takes the user through

all attributes of the attribute value chain having only one possible. Thus, for example, when performing a

brand search, the user preferably selects a particular brand from the brand list and the program then fills

in each of the selection category criteria for that brand from the first level up to the first level at which the

user has at least two choices. Figure 12 shows a brand search for Ultra Speed DF-57 where the system

has selected the categories and subcategories up through the seventh level at which the user is prompted

to choose between paper and vinyl.

The user can preferably access a product code search page, for example by selecting a hyperlink which

links the shopping main page to the product code search page. This product code search page preferably

permits the user to select a vendor from a list of vendors and to enter that vendor's product code.

Searching by vendor product code preferably produces a comparison grid having the selected item

highlighted followed by a list of comparable products from other vendors. An example of such a selection

grid is shown in Figure 13.

The user interface module preferably permits the user to access a product index, which lists the

categories and sub-categories used in the system and provides links to a search screen which permits the

user to select the variable values of the attribute value chain in order to isolate the product in which the

user is interested. This provides an efficient method for the user to locate various sub-categories. For

example Figure 14 shows a product index for products having categoryisubcategory names beginning

with G. The user can select the desired product from the product list to access a category search for that

product, as shown in Figure 15.

The user interface module preferably includes an order history page, accessible via hyperlink from various

pages of the module. The order history page displays a series of the user's previous orders and also

includes any savings quotes which have been generated for the user.

Savings quotes are discussed in more detail below.

The user can select an order in which the user is interested, and the system will display that order.

Alternatively, the user can specify period of time in which the user is interested (e. g., by specifying a start

day and an end day), to produce a list including all products that have been ordered by the user within the

specified time period. An exemplary history page is shown in

Figure 16. Figure 17 shows a sample order history within a specified date range.

Figure 18 shows a sample of the template page. The user interface module preferably permits users to

create templates specifying any grouping of products in which the user is interested.

For example, where the system is used for dental supplies, a user may wish to create a template

containing all disposable ordinarily ordered by that user, for example on a monthly or quarterly basis. The

user can then access the template to efficiently order disposables as needed.

The system thus permits creation of customized user templates ("custom templates') as well as providing

a means for creating and displaying a list of standard templates. A list of custom templates may be

displayed, for example, in a custom template frame, as shown in Figure 18, while standard templates are

preferably displayed in a separate frame, such as the standard template frame shown in Figure 18.

Standard templates are preferably present for all users and may, for example, include templates

displaying the user's orders from the last 30,60,90, or 180 days, and/or the user's orders for the previous
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year, as shown in Figure 18. The template preferably permits the user to load the template into the user's

shopping cart, to edit the template, for example by changing quantities of items ordered and/or by entirely

removing items from the template. An exemplary template editing page is shown in Figure 20.

The user interface module also preferably permits the user to delete entire templates. However, it is

preferred that the system permits the user to delete only custom templates and not standard templates.

Figure 19a shows a top portion of a page of the user interface module where a user has selected the load

template option from the template page. Figure 19b shows a lower portion of a page of the user interface

module where the user has selected the load template option.

The user interface module preferably contains a persistent shopping cart-type functionality, as well as a

means for permitting a user to access and modify the shopping cart functionality of the invention.

Internef'shopping carf'systems, such as the"shopping caif'function of www. amazon. com, generally

permit a user to select items for purchase, which are then electronically stored for submission to the

vendor. For example, the system preferably includes a shopping cart menu which permits the operator to

view or edit the shopping cart, to recalculate the shopping cart, to place an order, to save the shopping

cart as a template, and/or to empty the shopping cart. One important feature of the applicants shopping

cart program is that the program preferably stores shopping cart entries into a database which is not

located on the user's computer. This permits the user to sign off without losing the products of the

shopping cart and signing back on later to add further products to, and/or remove products from, the

shopping cart.

As used herein, the term"persistent"in reference to the shopping cart means that the shopping cart is

selectively retainable by the system, after a given transaction or interaction has been concluded. Such
persistency permits the user to terminate the shopping interaction prior to ordering and to maintain the

shopping cart in the state it existed at the time of termination, for subsequent resumption of the shopping

interaction. Since the shopping cart persists in the database records of the system, the shopping cart can

be accessed by a user on a different workstation and/or at a different location, without loss of the

shopping cart contents from the prior interaction. This is on novel feature of the applicants'invention,

which distinguishes it from prior art systems which store the contents of the shopping cart on the user's

computer, so that it is not accessible from a different computer.

Figure 21 shows a preferred shopping cart page having various items selected. The shopping cart grid will

automatically recalculate the price term in the grid as a user changes the quantity information. Thus, for

example, Figure 22 shows a circumstance which the user has changed the quantity of the third item of

Figure 21 to zero. The system has changed the total price for that item to zero and the total price for the

contents of the shopping cart has been correspondingly reduced by $13.25.

The system preferably permits the user to recalculate the grid by selecting a"recalculate"option which will

remove the zeroed items from the grid. Figure 23 shows a screen print of the shopping cart of Figure 22

after the"recalculate"option has been selected.

The system also permits the user to place an order based on the contents of the shopping cart.

The ordering is discussed in more detail below.

The shopping cart page also permits the user to easily empty the shopping cart by selecting an

appropriate hypertext link.

The shopping cart page also preferably permits the user to"zero"all quantities in the shopping cart by

selecting an appropriate option, such as the"zero qty"option shown in Figure 23. This functional is

particularly useful, for example, when a user has loaded a shopping cart from a template or order history

and wishes to select only a few items for reorder.

Figure 23a shows a variation of the shopping cart interface of the type illustrated in Figure 23. H
The shopping cart of Figure 23a shows the History column as including the link

n
Purchase

History"in each row. By selecting"Purchase History"in a given row, a pop-up window is generated showing

the user's order history for the corresponding product. The order history is shown at various time intervals

(30 days, 90 days, 180 days, last year), as well as cumulatively ("All Orders"), with respect to quantity and
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total cost; the order history is also set out with respect to each order, showing its order number, date/time,

quantity, unit price, and total cost.

The system also preferably includes a means for permitting the system operator to create quotes for

users. Thus, for example, a potential user can mail a copy of an invoice to the operator of the system who
can then use the system to create a quote comparing the prices paid by the potential user and the prices

the user could have obtained by using the system. The savings quote entry page preferably contains a

grid such as is shown in Figure 24. The system also preferably contains a means for printing the quote

and/or e-mailing the quote to user. The e-mail sent by the system preferably contains an attachment file

which details the quote, as illustrated in Figure 25. The system also preferably stores a copy of that quote

in the users order history, which is accessible by the user, for example as shown for example in Figure 26.

The shopping cart page also preferably permits the user to save a shopping cart as a template.

Thus, for example, once the user selects the"save-as template"option, a"save template"screen, such as

the screen displayed in Figure 27, is displayed, which permits the template to be assigned a name and

then saved. The template can then be accessed by the user, for example, via a custom template list, as

shown in Figure 28.

The system also preferably permits the user to edit various account information, such as primary contact

information, billing contact information, shipping information, credit card information, and also preferably

permits the user to change his or her password.

Figure 29 shows an exemplary primary contact maintenance screen.

Figure 30 shows an exemplary billing contact maintenance screen.

Figure 31 shows an exemplary shipping address maintenance screen. The shipping address maintenance

screen preferably permits the user to enter multiple shipping addresses as well as the ability to toggle

between those addresses, for example, by selecting the"previous"or"next" options as shown in Figure

310.

Figure 32 shows an exemplary credit card information maintenance page.

Figure 33 shows an exemplary password maintenance page.

Figure 34 shows an exemplary"change control software"page which permits the user to change the

platform software in which the system is run. Thus, for example, the user can switch between the system

as programmed in ActiveX and the system as programmed in Java.

The system also preferably comprises a
M
help

n
function. Selection of the help option preferably brings up a

context-sensitive help page which provides the user with information, such as helpful hints concerning the

feature from which the help page is accessed. An exemplary help page is shown in Figure 35.

The system contains a means for using the shopping cart, as described more fully above, to place an

order. The shopping cart page preferably has a means, such as a"place order"button, to access a

purchase order screen. The purchase order screen preferably contains fields the user to change the

shipping address, as shown in Figure 36a. The user can preferably select one of the addresses, which are

preferably maintained from a shipping maintenance page as discussed above.

Figure 36b shows the second part of a purchase order page, showing a grid identifying the products from

the shopping cart, as well as their prices. The grid also preferably includes a substitution option which

permits the user to specify whether or not the user is willing to accept substituted products where the

product as specifically ordered is not available. An exemplary substitution option is shown in Figure 36b.

The page preferably defaults to a"no to alf'status and preferably has a"yes to all"function which permits

the user to instantly select"yes"in all substitution fields.

The purchase order page also preferably has an"order"function which actually sends the order, as well as

a"search again"function which permits the user to reenter the searching phase of the process and a-

cancel order"function which cancels the order.
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The order function preferably causes the system to display an order confirmation page which preferably

displays the details of the order, as well as providing the user with an order confirmation number, as

shown in Figure 37. The order function is also preferably programmed to cause the system to send an e-

mail to the user detailing the order and the order confirmation number. An exemplary e-mail is displayed

in Figure 38.

The user interface module also preferably contains a"shop as a guesf'function which permits a non-

registered user to explore the system but does not allow the actual placement of orders and omits

pertinent information that would permit the non-registered user to use the system to find the cheapest

prices and then order directly from the vendor. The"shop as a guesf'function is designed to demonstrate

the qualities of the site to potential users.

The user interface module also contains a"become a member"page which permits prospective users to

enter information necessary for creating an account, for example, as shown in Figure 39.

The system is also preferably programmed to prompt a user for information which was omitted from the

original member form. This prompting preferably occurs when the user attempts to make his or her first

order, and preferably includes all information which is normally found in the"edit accounffunction.

The system also preferably contains a"how to become a supplier"option, which is preferably located on

the main page and permits an unregistered vendor to access a vendor registration form. Once the vendor

registers, the system permits the vendor to use the site to determine how it operates but preferably does
not permit the vendor to place orders. The system also has a means for sending an e-mail containing the

vendor registration information to the operator's sales and marketing department to permit further follow-

up.

Data Entrv Module
The Web site also contains a data entry module. The data entry module allows for categorization of

products (or services) by a series of selected or created attributes and values.

Attributes for products (or services) include properties such as color, size, packaging, dosage, material,

etc. Values are specifications for attributes such as blue, large, package of 10, twentyfive milligrams,

stainless steel, etc. Figure 41 shows the main page of the data entry module.

The data entry module preferably prompts the user to select from a series of pre-existing attributes and

values in order to develop a structure of subcategorization that fully embodies the product, and which

results in a generic (ex: no manufacturer or brand) description for the product. At any point, the user can

select to enter a new value option for a given attribute in order to create a new generic product.

The user may initially select a product structure either by selecting existing structures (existing attributes

and/or values) or creating a new structure (new attributes and/or values) or selecting all structure from a

product that already exists.

To select a structure from a generic product that already exists the specifications for a product can be

entered based on the set of attributes and values of an existing product in the database.

The data entry module is preferably programmed to permit the user to link to a vendor information pop-up

window where the user can enter information relating to the product's vendor, such as the vendor name
as well as the vendor code, as shown in Figure 43. Once the user has entered the vendor name and

vendor code, the data entry module preferably displays a screen containing all attributes of the specified

item, such as the screen shown in Figure 44.

Then manufacturer, brand, and vendor can be added to complete the process as described subsequently.

If all the attributes and values of a new product match a product which is in the database, the system

preferably prompts the operator that the product is already in the database and asks the operator whether

he or she would like to add another product having the same description to the database.

Next, the operator is preferably asked to either enter or verify the description for the product. If the product

is an existing product, the user is preferably asked to verify the description for the product, as shown in

Figure 45.
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Next the user is preferably prompted by the data entry module to enter a manufacturer. The data entry

module is preferably programmed to permit the user to specify an existing manufacturer, to add a new
manufacturer or to indicate that the product has no manufacturer or that the manufacturer is

undetermined, as shown in Figure 46.

The data entry module then may prompt the operator to enter the brand of the product and has the option

to select an existing brand, to ent

Finally, the user is asked to specify the vendor for the product, the vendor's product code, as well as the

pricing and quantity information.

Next, the program may display a screen containing all the information which as been entered and prompt
the user to verify the information, as shown in Figure 49.

Once all necessary information relating to the product has been added, the product is preferably added to

the tentative product table to await verification. The product stays in the tentative product table until it has
been approved. Once the product is approved, it is then admitted into the main database. The tentative

product approval process preferably operates such that a single user cannot approve products which that

user has entered. This mechanism improves the accuracy of the process by ensuring that more than one
person has the opportunity to review each group of information prior to entry into the main database.

Figure 50 shows a picture of a product and the tentative product table.

Creating New Structure or New Attribute Value Chains

The pop-up menu for adding a new value to the database is shown in Figure 51. After adding a new value,

the user has the option of selecting an existing attribute from the next category, to determining which

attribute will follow in the chain. The user can also enter a new attribute at any point to create a branch in

the attribute value chain or can indicate that the attribute value chain has ended. A preferred pop-up for

entering a new value is illustrated in Figure 52. This data entry system can be utilized to categorize and
correlate virtually any products or services the underlying structure and functionality being modular and
replicable.

The Administration Utilitv

The system preferably contains an administration utility which interfaces with the database and with the

other utilities. The administration utility preferably has the following basic features: an account

maintenance feature, a reports maintenance feature, a vendor maintenance feature, a vendor product

maintenance feature and a voice maintenance feature.

The account maintenance feature permits the system operator to edit user accounts and contact

information.

The reports maintenance feature preferably contains a variety data entry reports which show which

operator entered, or how many products an operator entered over a specified time period.

The vendor maintenance aspect permits the operator to add new vendors to the system, as well as the

addition of information concerning the contacts and commission information for the particular vendor.

Vendors can preferably be deleted or disabled and their product availability can be tagged as orderable,

non-orderable, and visible or non-visible to the users. A disabled vendor preferably remains in the

database but invisible to the user.

The vendor product maintenance section permits the updating of vendor pricing and quantity information.

The invoice maintenance form permits the creation of invoices that will be sent to the vendors.

Preferred information includes vendor information, invoice number, from date and to date.

Figure 53 shows a sample data entry report.

Figure 54 shows a sample invoice.

Figure 55 is a schematic representation of an on-line purchase and sale system 100 for conducting
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transactions in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the invention.

The system 100 includes a Web site 102 having a public interface 104 that includes all operative

functional characteristics except the quotes function and the data entry function. The quotes function and
data entry function are contained in the private interface 106 associated with the

Web site 102.

The Web site 102 is functionally linked by the software architecture to a customer service module 108 as
well as to an administrative module 110.

The Web site 102, customer service module 108 and administrative module 110 together are linked by

software code linkage (shown representational^ by line 1 12 in Figure 55) to the business module 1 18 by

public interface 1 14. The public interface 1 14 interrelates with the private interface 1 16 (interface 1 16

being constituted by the underlying software code that interacts directly with the database 122) and the

business module 118 is in turn functionally linked by software code linkage (shown representationally in

Figure 55 by line 120) to the database 122.

Figures 56-58 together constitute a schematic representation of the content of a dynamic database
constructed to carry out an on-line purchase and sale transaction in accordance with the method of the

invention, in one embodiment thereof.

In the database structure shown in Figures 56-58, the presence of an empty diamond (0) denotes the

source of the information in the field, while the presence of a filled circle (t) denotes the connection of the

field value in the table with another table. The designation" (FK)" identifies a foreign key status of the

information in the specific table, meaning that the specific field involved is referencing a primary index of

another table.

It will therefore be seen that the database structure in Figures 56-58 is constructed of a number of tables.

In the drawings of Figures 56-58, the tables are identified by a table name above the solid line box
denoting the table and its contents. The contents of the respective tables are arranged in consecutive

fields as shown.

As shown in Figure 56, the database includes an Order Header table that includes an
OrderHeader ID field providing an indentifier for the order, and fields"Created On"to provide the date of

the order/'Sales Tax"to identify the applicable state sales tax for the order transaction,"Shipping"to identify

the shipping charges for the order transaction/Total

Amounfto identify the cost of the order/'LogonID (FK)"to specify the individual and/or group placing the

order/'Quote Only"to designate the quotation character of the shopping basket contents in a non-

purchase interaction,"AII Commissions Paid"to denote the commission payment status of the

transaction/'AII Email Senf'to verify that electronic communications with the ordering party have been
completed, and

n
ShipContactlnfolD"to provide a number of the shipping documents accompanying the

ordered of goods when shipped to the purchaser.

The database includes a Credit Card Type table containing fields for"CreditCard Type ID"to provide an
identifier for the purchaser, and"Description

M
to specify the particulars of the credit account.

The database also includes a Consumer Type table containing fields for"Consumer TypelD"to identify the

type of purchaser (e. g., individual practitioner, dental group, dental teaching hospital, etc.),

and"Description
,

and'
,

Dentist
,

fields providing the particulars for the purchaser.

The"CreditCard Type"table is operatively linked to the"CreditCardlnfo"table which includes fields

for"CreditCard lnfolD"to provide an identifier for the purchaser/'CreditCardTypelD (FK)"to specify the

brand of credit account (e. g. (
MasterCard, VISA, American Express card, etc.),"Numberto provide the

account number for the purchaser's credit account, and "Expiration Date"to provide the final date of the

active account.

The"Consumer Type"table and the"CreditCardlnfo"table are each interlinked with a "Consumer"table

containing a'logonlD (FK)"providing the purchaser's identification, "ContactlnfolD (FK)"to specify the

contact person at the purchaser's organization, "CreditCardlnfolD (FK)"to provide an identifier for the

credit account of the purchaser, "BillContactlnfbID (FK)"to provide the name of the contact person of the

purchaser organization for billing purposes,"ShipContactlnfolD"to correspondingly specify the name of the
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contact person in the purchaser organization for shipping purposes in respect of the ordered goods and/or

services, and"DentistlnfolD (FK)
M
providing the identifier information for the purchaser's dental

professionals.

The"Consumer LogonID (FK)"register is in turn interconnected with the"DentistlnfolD" register,

containingTracticeContactlnfolD (FK)
M
denoting the purchaser's organization's contact individual for

information about the purchaser organization's practice/'StateLicense" providing the license/registration

information for the practitioners in the purchaser's organization,"DEA"and"SSN
M
fields containing

information about the specific practitioners affiliated with the purchaser's organization.

A"Vendor"table contains a"VendorlD"field providing an identifier for the vendor. The fields in such table

include'VendorName,"providing the full business name of the vendor whose goods and/or services are

offered at the Web site,"ContactlnfolD (FK)"to provide the contact individual in the vendor's

organization,"BillContactlnfbID (FK)"to specify the contact individual in the vendor organization who is

responsible for billing issues/'Home Page"to specify the Universal Resource Locator (URL) or other

identifier for the Web site of the vendor, that may be hyperlinked to the on-line shopping Web
site,"Consumer Products"to identifier any goods and/or services in the consumer products

category/'Commission Percentage"to specify the percentage commission applicable to purchase

transactions consummated at the Web site that involve such vendor's products, "Active"and"Archived"to

indicate the currently active or alternatively inactive status of the vendor, "OrderActive"to denote the status

of any outstanding order transactions involving the vendor, and"BrowseActive"to denote the viewable

character of the wares offered by the vendor at the on-line shopping Web site.

The database includes a'VendorProducf'table containing fields for'VendorProductlD," "Manufacturers
(FK),""VendorlD (FK),"all relating to the identifiers for the parties to the transaction and the original

equipment manufacturer (OEM) of the goods involved, "VendorProductCode"giving the identifier for the

item or service involved,"DPOProductID (FK)'Yeferring to the product identifier at the on-line shopping

Web site,"CreatedOn,
n
"CreatedBy-LogonID (FK),

n,
'Approved,"and"'ApprovedBy~LogonlD (FK),"to

document the identity of the data entry party, and the approved character of the entry,"PhotoPath"to

denote the graphic character of the entered information, "Active"and"Archived"to indicate current or

historical character of the entered information, and"Detailed Descriptiorf'to provide additional information

about the product involved.

The"VendorProduct"table is connected to other tables including the"OrderLine"table, which includes

various fields, comprising an"OrderLinelD"identifier for the order transaction, "VendorProductID

(FK),"and"OrderHeaderlD (FK)"for identifiers for the product involved,

and"Quantity,""PricePerUnit"and"lnvoiced"to provide the quantity, unit price and billed character of the

order transaction. The fields included in such table also incIude"EmailSent"to document the confirmed

character of the transaction by electronic verification to the parties involved. Finally, the"Substitution"field

indicates whether or not the purchaser allows substitutions to be made for the specific goods or services

involved.

The"Price"table is at the lower left hand corner of the drawing in Figure 56, and includes

"VendorProductID (FK)"and"MinimumQuantity'Tields to specify the vendor's product code and applicable

minimum quantity that may be required for the sale of certain items offered at the on-line shopping Web
site. The"Price"table also includes'

,

Price,""Active"and"Archived" fields, to reflect the pricing, and the

current or alternatively historical character of the pricing present in such table.

The"Brand"table contains the"BrandlD"field and"ManufacturerlD (FK)"field to identify the product brand

name and the identifier for the manufacturer of the offered product. The"Brand" table also

includes"Description"and
,

'Active"fields to further particularize the brand and the current status of the

brand.

To the right of the"Brand"table is the"Manufacturer"table, containing the"ManufacturerlD" field identifying

the manufacturer of products offered at the Web site, together with the fields

"Description"and"Active"providing additional information about the manufacturer as well as the current

status of such manufacturer.

To the right of the"Manufacturer"table is the"Attribute"tab!e, containing an"AttributelD" field listing the

attributes for which values are set out in the operation of the Web site software, as well as the

fields"Description"and"Active"providing additional information about the attributes as well as the current

status of such attributes.
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Immediately below the"Attribute"table is an
,,

AttributeValue
,,

table, which contains the field

"AttributeValuelD"as an attribute specifier of the values for each attribute, as well as the fields

"Description"and"Active"providing additional information about the attribute values as well as the current

status of such attribute values.

To the left of the"AttributeValue"table is the"DPODetairtable, containing the field "DPOProductID
(FK)"denoting the identifier for the product code as used at the on-line shopping Web site, the

field"Ordinallndex"providing an indexed field of the product codes, the field"AttributelD (FK)"which

provides an identifier for the attributes in the table, and the field "AttributeValuelD (FK)"which provides a

correlative identifier for the values associated with the attributes in the table.

Next adjacent (in the leftward direction) to the"DPODetail"table is the"DPOProduct"table, containing the

field"DPOProductlD"denoting the identifier for the product code as used at the on-line shopping Web site,

the field"Description"providing a further specification of the product codes, the field"CreatedOn"which

provides the date of entry of the data entries in the table, the field"CreatedBy~LogonlD (FK)"to denote the

data entry operator providing the input of data in the table, and the field"Active"to denote the current status

or historical status of the information in the table.

At the bottom portion of Figure 56 are order template tables, including"OrderTemplateLine"

and"OrderTemplateHeader"tables. The"OrderTemplateLine"table includes a field for
M
OrderTemplateLinelD"information as an identifier for the table information, the field

"OrderTemplateHeaderlD (FK)"as the identifier for information in the header of the template, a

"VendorProductID (FK)"field for the vendor product codes of the products displayed for purchase at the

Web site, and a"Qty"field relative to the specification of quantity information associated with the products

purveyed at the Web site.

The"OrderTemplateHeader"table includes field"OrderTemplateHeaderlD"for the identification of the

template header for the order, the field"LogonlD (FK)"for the identification of the user of the site, and the

field"Description"for further information concerning the order template used at the Web site.

In Figure 57, additional tables of the database structure are depicted, and include the

LogonRecords"table, including a"CountlD"field for tracking the specific frequency of interaction by the

user with the Web site, aTogonID (FK)"field containing the user identifiers comprising the logon

identifiers, a'Tlme and Date"field containing historical information on the user's prior interactions with the

database, a
M
RemoteHost"field specifying the remote host computer involved in the interaction,

a"RemotelPAdd"field specifying the Internet protocol address for the remote user, and a"Status"field

providing the category of the user reflecting prior or potential use of the Web site.

Immediately below the"LogonRecords"table is a"Shopping CarTtable, containing a "LogonID (FK)"field

identifying the user of the Web site, a'VendorProductID (FK)"field containing the vendor codes for the

purveyed products, and a"Qty"field reflecting the number of the product units in the Shopping Cart.

A"Logon"table is to the right of the"LogonRecords"tab!e, and includes a field for'logonID" containing the

identifiers for the users of the Web site, a field for"Password"assigned for each user of the site,

an"Active"field denoting the current or historical character of the user of the site, a"DataEntry"field relating

to the information inputted for the shopping purchase and sale transactions, a
M
OrderProducts"field

identifying the order information relating to the specific user, a"ConfirmProducts
M
field relating to

confirmation information relative to the confirmation of orders placed by a user, an"Admin"field for the

information relating to interaction with other administrative functions of the database, a"Note"field for

information about the user, a "HeardFromCode"denoting the verification of contact by the Web site

operator, and a "RegisterDate"field containing the information of the calendar date of registration at the

Web site by a user.

The"Contactlnfo"table is below the"Logon"table, and contains a"ContactlnfolD"field for identifying the

individual to be contacted at a user organization relative to transactions by the organization at the Web
site. The fields included in such table for such organization include "FormOfAddress
(FK)

t

" ,,

FirstName,
,m
Middlelnitial,""LastName,

,,"CompanyName
1

"
M
BirthDate,

M,,
Email,""CountrylD

(FK),"
,,

StatelD(FK),
n,,

City
1

m,
Addressl,

,,,,

Address2,
M

M
PostalCode,

,mPhoneAreaCode,
,,

"Phone,
,,

"PhoneExt,
nM
FaxAreaCode,

,m
Fax;

,

"FaxExt,
nand *'Note"fields,

providing the contact information for the organization.
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The database further includes a'TentativeProducf'table including fields relevant to potential products to be

advertised at the Web site, including"TentativeProductlD
I

"M
QueryString

)

M
"CreatedBy-LogonID

(FK),
M
and

,,

CreatedOn
,,

fields therefor. Ancillary to such

TentativeProduct table, there is provided a'TentativeProductRejecftable, which includes various

associated fields, ofTentativeProductlD
)

" ,,

QueryString,""CreatedBy-LogonlD (FK),"
,,

CreatedOn
I

,,

"RejectedOn
1

,,

and"RejectedBy-LogonlD
M
for processing new product listing queries and for

rejecting same as unacceptable for inclusion in the database.

A"DataEntryRates"table is included in the database, with fields for'togonlD (FK),"

"DPOProductRate,"and"VendorProductRate."These fields address the rates for data entry that are

applicable to inputted information.

A"ShipAddr"table is provided, which includes shipping information for products that are purchased at the

Web site, including fields ofShipAddrlD/'TogonID (FK),"and "ContactlnfolD (FK)."

A"FormsofAddress"table provides a"FormofAddress"field containing the contact addressing format for the

database.

A"Country"table is included in the database, including fields ofCountry I D"for respective country codes,

and"Description"and
,,

Active"fields for such country listings. A corresponding "Statutable includes fields

for"StatelD
)
""Description,

m,
Abbreviation,"and"CountrylD(FK).

M

Next, a series of tables address administration of user interactions with the Web site. A
"LogonPermissions"table includes fields forTogonlD (FK),""PermissionlD (FK),"and "Customer
Service."A"Permissions"table includes fields fo^PermissionlD,"followed by the number
fields"One,

M
"Two,"

,,

Three
I
""Four,""Five,

M
and"Six,"providing up to six individuals with ordering ability in the

user organization.

A"Category"table includes"CategorylD"and"Description"fieIds relative to categories of users of the Web
site.

Customer service functions are provided by the"CallTracking"table
I
relative to monitoring and responding

to user contacts. The"CallTracking"table includes a multiplicity of fields: "CallTrackinglD,""Consumer

LogonID (FK),""Date,""CategorylD (FK),"

"FollowUpRequired
I

l,

"FollowUpDate,""FollowUpPerson,"
M
FollowUpCompleted

)

,m
Notes,"

,,Company, ,,M

Phone,
,m
Fax,""Email,

m,Name, M,,

FollowUpCallTrackinglD,
M
"timestamp,

M

"ConsumerLogonlD,""TookCallLogonlD (FK),"and"LogonlD (FK)."

An"UpdatePrices"table in the database accommodates revisions of pricing and minimum quantity criteria

of the offered products, and includes the fields of'VendorProductCode," "MinimumQuantity,"and"Price."

Referring now to Figure 58, various order processing functional tables are included in the database,

including a
M
ReptTransactionList"table (containing fields ofOrderHeaderlD,"

"CreatedOn,""VendorlD,""VendorName,
M
"VendorProductCode,""Quantity,

,M
PricePerUnit,"

"Invoiced,
M
and"QuoteOnly

M

); a"RptlnvoiceHeader"table (containing fields ofInvoiceNum,"
"lnvoiceDate,""VendorlD,""lnvContactlnfolD,

m,TotalCommDue,"
M
AmtReceived,"

"BalanceDue,"and"PercentComm"); a"RptlnvoiceLine"table (containing the fields of

"lnvoiceLinelD,
," ,

lnvoiceNum,""OrderHeaderlD,"
n
VendorProductCode,""Quantity,

,,

M
UnitPrice,""SubTotal,""CommDue,"and"OrderDate"); an"lnvoiceHeader"tab!e (containing the fields

oflnvoiceNum,"
M
lnvoiceDate,""VendorlD,"

M
lnvContactlnfolD," "TotalCommDue,""AmtReceived,

,m
Balance

Due,"and"PercentComm"); an"lnvoiceLine" table (containing fields

oflnvoiceLinelD,
,

"'lnvoiceNum."
,,

OrderHeaderlD,"

"VendorProductCode,"
M
Quantity;

m
UnitPrice

I

"M
SubTotal,""CommDue."and"OrderDate"); and

an"lnvoiceContactlnfo"table (containing fields oflnvoiceContactlnfolD,""lnvoiceNum,"
"FormofAddress,""First Name,""Middle lnitial,""LastName;

M,CompanyName," ,,

BirthDate,"
,,

Email
)
""CountrylD,

,m
StatelD,""City, Address 1,""Address2,"

M
PostalCode

)

"

"PhoneAreaCode
)

M
"Phone,

,m
PhoneExt,""FaxAreaCode,

,m
Fax,"

M
FaxExt,"and"Note

H
).

In operation, the database operates to provide the funtionality previously described in connection with the

graphical user interface screens and reports of Figures 1-54.

Figures 59-72 show various screens constituting graphical user interface output of a Web site software

computer program according to another aspect of the invention, deriving from a

Customer Service Utility module of such software program.
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Customer Service Module
The look, feel, function, content and operation of the Customer Service Utility module will be readily

apparent from the screens depicted in Figures 59-72.

The customer service utility preferably has a main menu page. Figure 59 shows an exemplary main menu
page which permits the operator to open the"customer call tracking"function, the "required calls

M
function,

and the"manager
M
functions

t
as well as permitting the operator to exit the program.

The customer service utility preferably has a customer call tracking function. The customer call tracking

function can be divided into areas such as administration, billing function and shipping function.

The administrative function preferably includes administrative information such as the user's log-on

identification and password, name, form of address, birthday, e-mail address, company, telephone,

facsimile, address, city, state, postal code, country, as well as fields for entering information such as when
the last time the user was contacted and for entering any miscellaneous notes. The administrative

function preferably references a database and the database is preferably searchable on various fields

within the administrative function, such as log-on identification, name, e-mail address, company,

telephone, facsimile, or postal code, in order to facilitate various customer service searches. A preferred

customer call-tracking screen is displayed in Figure 60.

The customer call tracking function also preferably has a billing function. The billing function preferably

contains fields such as the customer name, form of address, birth date, e-mail address, company,

telephone, facsimile, address, city, state, postal code, country, and a field for various notes. A preferred

customer call-tracking screen, which interfaces with the customer service database, is illustrated in Figure

61.

The customer service utility also preferably includes a shipping function, which permits the customer

service operator to view information from the customer service database, including fields such as name,

form of address, birth date, e-mail address, company, telephone, facsimile, city, state, postal code,

country, as well as a field for entering various notes. Furthermore, the customer call tracking shipping

function preferably contains a means for switching between various shipping addresses used by single

customers. For example, any particular customer may have multiple shipping addresses, and the

customer call tracking shipping function preferably permits the customer service operator to toggle

between such addresses as necessary.

Each of the customer call tracking functions, such as administrative billing and shipping functions are

preferably accessible from a single customer call tracking generalized screen, as shown in Figure 62. The
access to the various administrative billing and shipping areas can be via a virtual tab system, whereby

the user can select various tabs located across the top of the customer call tracking window in order to

access the various customer call tracking functions.

Furthermore, the customer call tracking function preferably contains a means for permitting the user to

access screens for entering new calls, for viewing old calls, for entering or editing credit card information,

and for entering or editing dentist information.

Figure 63 shows a call detail screen which is accessible from any of the customer call tracking function

screens, and which permits the customer service operator to enter a call description, as well as permitting

the customer service operator to enter reminder information for following up on the customer contact. The

follow-up information is stored in the database where it can be accessed from various screens in the

system, such as the call list screen in order to track the record of customer contacts. Once the customer

service operator enters the call description, the record can then be saved by accessing a save function,

such as by pressing the virtual save button as shown in Figure 63. The call details screen also preferably

has fields for information such as the operator who took the call, the log-in identification of such operator,

the date of the call, the name of the customer being called, the company of the customer being called, the

telephone number of the customer being called, the facsimile number of the customer being called, and

the e-mail address of the customer being called. The call details customer tracking function may also be

provided with a means for instructing the computer to dial the customer's telephone number.

Figure 64 shows an exemplary call list for a specific user which is accessible from any of the customer

call tracking windows, preferably by pressing a virtual button, such as the view calls button of Figure 62.

The call list preferably contains information such as the name, the contact date, whether follow-up has
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been performed, and which customer service operator received the call. The customer call tracking

screen also preferably enables the customer service operator to access the customer's credit card

information, such as by pressing a virtual button, such as the "credit card info'Virtual button as shown in

Figure 65. Figure 65 also shows an exemplary credit card information pop-up window according to the

present invention which contains information such as card type, card number and expiration date.

The customer call tracking screen also preferably permits the user to access any special information

concerning the customer which is specific to the customer's field, for example, the users have
implemented a system according to the present invention for the sale of dental equipment, and
accordingly, the customer call tracking screen in such circumstances preferably includes a screen for

displaying dentist information from the database, including fields such as
State License number, D. E. A. number, and Social Security number, as shown in Figure 66.

The system also preferably includes a means for permitting the customer service operator and/or the

customer service manager to access the information contained in the database in order to provide a list of

required calls for the customer service department or for any particular customer service representative.

Such a call list can serve as a task list for a particular customer service representative or a quality control

list for a customer service manager, in order to determine what calls are being made and what calls need
to be made. An exemplary required calls listing a series of all required calls or a number of customer
service representatives is illustrated in Figure 67.

The customer service utility also preferably includes a customer service management function.

The customer service management function is preferably accessible from the customer service utility

main menu. The customer service administrative management function preferably permits the customer
service manger to manage log-in permissions for various customer service personnel, including a means
for determining which information the customer service personnel can read and which information the

customer service personnel can edit.

Various fields, which are preferably controllable by the customer service manager using the customer

service manager function, include contact information, calls, credit card information and manager access.

For example, any particular customer service representative may be permitted to read contact information

but not to edit contact information. For another example, any particular user may be permitted to read

credit card information, but not to edit credit card information. An exemplary customer service

administrator window is illustrated in Figure 69.

The customer service manager function of the customer service utility also preferably includes a means
by which the customer service manager can view various planned follow-up calls and edit such calls

and/or reassign such calls to various other customer service representatives. An exemplary program

window, which permits the customer service manager to manage calls according to the present invention,

is illustrated in Figure 70.

throughout the present specification the applicants have made various references to accessing

programs, linking to various programs, linking to various functions, performing various functions, etc. It will

be readily understood by one of skill in the art that these various operations are generally performed by a

wide variety of software mechanisms including, for example, virtual buttons, virtual tabs, function buttons,

and other various means known in the art.

Furthermore, it will be appreciated that throughout the drawings, various virtual buttons and/or virtual tabs,

and/or fields are displayed. The functions of such virtual buttons, virtual tabs, and/or fields are generally

ascertainable by one of skill in the art simply by observing the

Figures. Further, the virtual buttons, in particular, contain a variety of standard buttons including close

buttons, save buttons, exit buttons, cancel buttons, and others which are generally used and are known in

the art.

In another aspect of the present invention, the applicants provide a method for establishing a database

structure and populating such a database structure with a series of standardized product descriptors

which can be used by a user/customer to identify and compare various products within a particular

product category. According to the method, information is collected concerning a product population, and

products are compared by individuals knowledgeable in the field, to establish a list of the minimum
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necessary attributes needed to identify any particular product. Such attributes may vary according to the

complexify of the product, and this is one of the major advantages of the present system and database. A
category-attribute chain by which the user can by making attribute selections at each level of the category-

attribute chain arrive at a final product group. The final product group can then be displayed in a grid or

other format which permits the user to compare the prices of like products. Once the category-attribute

chain is established, a minimum number of products can be entered within a particular category in order

to encompass all product types within that category. These products can then be checked for accuracy,

and upon approval, the database can be populated with all products in each category-attribute chain

group.

Figure 73 is a schematic representation of a relational product entry procedure for existing and/or new
vendors, to input product information and to ensure its quality. As shown, a "Vendor Catalog"is a source of

product information that is subjected to data identification scrutiny by the vendor as well as the in-house

staff of the Web site operator. The identified data then is passed to an in-house staff of the Web site

operator for data preparation, by which is meant the formulation of the data in a form that is amenable to

input in the database of the Web site software system.

Data entry and approval is then carried out by collateral teams of individuals (denoted'Team 1," "Team
2,

Mand"Team 3,"respectively) to ensure the accuracy of the data entry process. Finally, the entered data is

subjected to quality assurance scrutiny by the quality assurance team of the

Web site operator.

Figure 74 is a relational depiction of a category creation procedure for remaining sub-categories, as

carried out to establish a database structure and populate it in such a way that products can be easily and

logically identified by the majority of Web site users.

In this procedure, various Levels are established for the category definition effort. Level 3 activity is the

creation of the structure, viz., the establishment of a category structure and documentation of industry

nuances that are specific to the particular goods and/or services being categorized. Level 2 activity is data

entry activity, and relates to building a database structure established by Level 3. Level 1 activity is data

entry, involving populating the database established by Level 2. Level 0 activity is quality assurance,

relating to verification of the subcategories and the vendor information completeness.

These various Level 0-3 activities are shown in Figure 74, for an illustrative example involving about 200
categories. Successive teams are involved in the respective steps, as illustrated.

It will be appreciated that the database may be constructed, arranged, operated and constituted in a wide

variety of different forms. In addition, it will be appreciated that the appearance and visual aspect of the

screens shown to the user in operation of the Web site software may be correspondingly varied to provide

a look and feel character that is widely variable. Further, the content of the database may be

correspondingly varied dependent on the nature and types of products and/or services that are purveyed

at the Web site.

Although the invention has been described with respect to various illustrative embodiments, features and

aspects, it will be appreciated that the utility of the invention is not thus limited, but rather extends to and

includes various other modifications, alterations and other embodiments, as will readily suggest

themselves to those of ordinary skill in the art based on the disclosure herein. The invention is therefore

intended to be broadly construed, as encompassing all such modifications, alterations and other

embodiments within the spirit and scope of the ensuing claims.

Data supplied from the esp@cenet database - 12
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Claims

THE CLAIMS 1. A searchable database comprising a multiplicity of tables including an attributes table and

a values table for a multiplicity of target search items constructed and arranged so that selection of values

for one or more target search item attributes yields an attribute-value construct specifying a particular one

of said target search items and precluding an indeterminate search result.

2. The searchable database of claim 1 that is user-specifiable for selected attributes of said attributes

table.

3. The searchable database of claim 1 constructed and arranged for presentation of all attributes of said

attributes table, for user selection of values from said values table.

4. The searchable database of claim 1 embodied in a tangible medium.

5. The searchable database of claim 4 wherein said tangible medium is selected from the group

consisting of : optical recordation media, magnetic recordation media, holographic recordation media,

electronic recordation media.

6. The searchable database of claim 4 wherein said tangible medium is selected from the group

consisting of : CD-ROMs, magnetic disks, magnetic tape, magnetic drums, electronic memory,
ferroelectric memory, and combinations thereof.

7. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein the target product search items comprise products.

8. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein the target product search items comprise services.

9. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein the target product search items comprise dentistry

products.

10. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein the target product search items comprise medical

products.

11. The searchable database of claim 1, operatively resident in a programmable computer.

12. The searchable database of claim 1 1 wherein said programmable computer is operatively coupled to

a computer network.

13. The searchable database of claim 11 wherein said computer network comprises the

World Wide Web.

14. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein said target search items comprise products for a

purchase and sale transaction.

15. The searchable database of claim 14 wherein the searchable database is operatively coupled to

software providing order capability for said purchase and sale transaction.

16. The searchable database of claim 1 operatively connected to a computerized user interface system.

17. The searchable database of claim 16 wherein the computerized user interface system comprises a

persistent shopping cart.

18. The searchable database of claim 16 wherein the computerized interface system comprises an

attribute-value chain search capability.

19. The searchable database of claim 16 wherein the computerized interface system comprises a

selectable display of user history involving said target search items.

20. The searchable database of claim 1 wherein the number of attribute-value levels for each target
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search item varies according to the complexity of each target search item.

21 . The searchable database of claim 16 wherein the computerized interface system comprises a custom

order template.

22. An online comparison shopping system comprising:

(i) a searchable database containing product selection information for products from different sources;

and
(ii) a user interface operatively coupled to said database for user manipulation thereof to select product (s)

based on product selection information and constructed and arranged to communicate ordering

information to source (s) of selected product (s).

23. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the searchable database comprises a

multiplicity of tables including an attributes table and a values table for a multiplicity of target search items,

and is constructed and arranged so that selection of values for one or more target search item attributes

yields an attribute-value construct specifying a particular one of said target search items and precluding

an indeterminate search result.

24. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the searchable database is constructed

and arranged for presentation of all attributes of said attributes table, for user selection of values from said

values table.

25. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein said searchable database is embodied in

a tangible medium.

26. The online comparison shopping system of claim 25 wherein said tangible medium is selected from

the group consisting of : optical recordation media, magnetic recordation media, holographic recordation

media, electronic recordation media.

27. The online comparison shopping system of claim 25 wherein said tangible medium is selected from

the group consisting of : CD-ROMs, magnetic disks, magnetic tape, magnetic drums, electronic memory,

ferroelectric memory, and combinations thereof.

28. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the target product search items

comprise products.

29. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the target product search items

comprise services.

30. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the target product search items

comprise dentistry products.

31. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the target product search items

comprise medical products.

32. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 whererein the user interface and the searchable

database are each operatively resident in a programmable computer.

33. The online comparison shopping system of claim 32 wherein said programmable computer is

operatively coupled to a computer network.

34. The online comparison shopping system of claim 33 wherein said computer network comprises the

World Wide Web.

35. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein said target search items comprise

products for a purchase and sale transaction.

36. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the searchable database is operatively

coupled to software providing order capability for said purchase and sale transaction.

37. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the computerized user interface system
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comprises a persistent shopping cart.

38. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the computerized interface system
comprises an attribute-value chain search capability.

39. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the computerized interface system
comprises a selectable display of user history involving said target search items.

40. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the number of attributevalue levels for

each target search item varies according to the complexity of each target search item.

41. The online comparison shopping system of claim 23 wherein the computerized interface system
comprises a custom order template.

42. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the searchable database comprises at

least one of the tables of Figures 56-58.

43. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the searchable database comprises the

structure of Figures 56-57.

44. The online comparison shopping system of claim 43 wherein the searchable database further

comprises the structure of Figure 38.

45. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 further comprising means for quote generation

for a potential transaction identified by a user.

46. The online comparison shopping system of claim 45 wherein the quote is saved in a user history

archive.

47. The online comparison shopping system of claim 45 wherein the quote is automatically e-mailed to a

user.

48. The online comparison shopping system of claim 22 wherein the user interface comprises search

means having search capabilities selected from the group consisting of category searching, vendor

searching, brand searching, manufacturer searching, code searching, index searching, and order history

searching.

49. An online comparison shopping system comprising a database containing product information of

multiple vendors, manufacturers and/or products and a user interface generating a virtual shopping cart,

and constructed and arranged to enable a user to selectively aggregate an order in said virtual shopping

cart, comprising products represented in said database, and means for electronically disaggregating said

order to generate vendor-specific orders to respective vendors.

50. The online comparison shopping system of claim 49 further comprising means for electronically

transmitting said vendor-specific orders to said respective vendors.

51. A computer network-based on-line comparison shopping system, comprising an operational World

Wide Web site having the description, content, look, feel, function, structure, architecture, operation,

sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and substance of the World

Wide Web site"Dental-Purchasing. com." 52. A computer network-based on-line comparison shopping

system having an architecture of Figure 55.

53. A method of conducting electronic commerce involving online comparison shopping comprising

providing a database containing product information of multiple vendors, manufacturers and/or products,

and a user interface generating a virtual shopping cart, and manipulating said user interface to selectively

aggregate an order in said virtual shopping cart, comprising products represented in said database, and

electronically disaggregating said order to generate vendor-specific orders to respective vendors.

54. The method of claim 53 further comprising electronically transmitting said vendorspecific orders to

said respective vendors.
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55. A method of constructing and populating a database with a series of standardized product descriptors

which can be employed by a user to compare fungibly equivalent products from different sources to select

product (s) therefrom, comprising identifying a set of attributes and establishing same in said database for

said fungibly equivalent products, and establishing in said database a multiplicity of selectable values for

each of said attributes wherein each of said values is independently selectable to define a unique

attribute-value chain for a fungible product group.

56. A comparative purchase process comprising:

(i) querying a database populated with a series of standardized product descriptors that can be employed

by a user to compare fungibly equivalent products from different sources to select product (s) therefrom,

wherein said database contains a set of attributes for said fungibly equivalent products and a multiplicity of

selectable values for each of said attributes wherein each of said values is independently selectable to

define a unique attribute-value chain for a fungible product group, wherein said query yields a attribute-

value chain for a group of fungibly equivalent products; and

(ii) generating a comparative selection grid comprising product information for said group of fungibly

equivalent products thereby enabling the user to select a specific product from said comparative selection

grid.

57. A method of qualifying product data for inclusion in a database comprising:

(i) identifying a series of standardized product descriptors which characterize fungibly equivalent products

from different sources;

(ii) identifying a set of attributes for said fungibly equivalent products;

(iii) establishing a set of selectable values for each of said attributes wherein each of said values is

independently selectable to define a unique attribute-value chain for a group of fungibly equivalent

products; and
(iv) verifying the accuracy of attribute-value chain information as a condition for entry in the database.

58. A method of interactive purchase and sale of products, comprising the steps of providing an

operational World Wide Web site having the description, content, look, feel, function, structure,

architecture, operation, sensory features, aesthetic characteristics and substance of the

World Wide Web site"Dental-Purchasing. com," selecting products by comparison shopping to determine

the products meeting a predetermined selection criterion, and placing an order at said

World Wide Web site for subsequent shipment.

Data supplied from the esp@cenet database - 12
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Dental-Purch '..Com

1 Copley Parkway Suiie 106

MomsvillcN.C. 27560

Tel.(919) 462-9844

Fax (919) 462-9845

Invoice No.

Invoice Date

38 I

l/U/99 I

Page 1

Fig. 54

8 On Receipt!

Tel.f800) 562-6645 Fax (425) 712-8677

Ret No. ^ Order-Date Description Qty Unit Price- Extended Price- Commission Due

334 11/29/98 AD547-7896 2 28.50 57.00 3.42

334 11/29/98 ADi 11-4404 4 38.95 155.80 9.35

334 11/29/98 AD222-4179 2 30,95 61.90 3.71

334 11/29/98 385265 100 0.94 93.50 5.61

341 12/3/98 AD135-7651 1 21.50 21.50 1.29

341 12/3/98 AD777-0374 6 20.50 123.00 7.38

OH I 19/1/OR AT^m ££9 ft i
i XX.7J 1I .JO

343 12/8/98 AD600-3599 24 n.75 282.00 16.92

345 12/12/98 ADRDC27HF 2 6.35 12.70 0.76

345 12/12/98 ADRDC56I 2 7.45 14.90 0.89

345 12/12/98 382523 5 4.70 23.50 1.41

346 12/15/98 AD856-0233 10 12.79 127.90 7.67

346 12/15/98 AD111-2876 5 28.95 144.75 8.69

350 12/16/98 AD777-4266 1 19.45 19.45 1.17

350 12/16/98 14733 20 1.20 23.98 1.44

350 12/16/98 AD378-9199 20 6.95 139.00 8.34

350 12/16/98 382510 10 4.70 47.00 2.82

350 12/16/98 382524 10 4.70 47.00 2.82

350 12/16/98 AD0402CA 1 14.95 14.95 0.90

352 12/18/98 AD856-3210 10 12.79 127.90 7.67

352 12/18/98 AD3 12-6828 10 4.85 48.50 2.91

Commeiits:
Sub-Total: S96.55

Other: 0.00

Please Pay: 96.55

<DUPLICATE COPY>
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